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Cathy’s Endless possibilities Shawl 
 
Materials: pick four colour-coordinated yarns that fit into the categories below.  You’ll need 
300 (or more) metres of the base yarn (A) and 90 (or more) metres of each of the other yarns 
(B, C, and D). 
 

   Yarn Recommendations 
 Metres Description Summer Version Winter Version 

Yarn A 300 Lightweight and 
silky 

Diamond Pima Lino Lace, Rowan 
Fine Lace Rowan Kid Silk Haze, Katia Air Lux 

Yarn B 90 Extremely soft Rowan Wool Cotton Illimani Royal Alpaca (held double), 
Rowan Wool Cotton, Rowan Lima 

Yarn C 90 Sparkly or 
textured 

Lana Grossa Festa, Rowan Summer 
Tweed 

Louisa Harding Sari Ribbon, Rowan 
Felted Tweed (held double) 

Yarn D 90 Colourful 
and/or cozy Lang Musica Mirasol Ushya, Rowan Tumble, 

Rowan Cocoon, Berroco Kodiak 
 
Needles and Notions: 9.0 mm knitting needles, one tapestry needle  
 
Note: 
This project is knit double stranded throughout, using yarn A as the base yarn and alternating 
yarns B, C and D in three row stripes.  At the end of each row, you’ll pair your main yarn (A) with 
the next alternate yarn (B, C or D).  Do not cut your alternate yarns, simply carry the strand you 
need for the row up the side of your rectangle.  Because you use three yarns, the alternate yarn 
you “drop” and the alternate yarn you “pick up” will always be on the same side.  It’s magic! 
 
Directions: 
Cast on 40 stitches in Yarns A and B held together (double 
stranded) and work in garter stitch (knit every row) for the whole 
piece alternating yarn combinations as follows: 
Row 1: Hold yarns A and B together. 
Row 2:  Hold yarns A and C together. 
Row 3: Hold yarns A and D together. 
 
Repeat Rows 1 – 3 above until your rectangle measures 
approximately 47 inches or you run out of one of your yarns. 
 
Finishing: sew the cast on edge (Side A) to the long side of the 
other end of your rectangle (Side B).  Add fringe if desired. 
  

Approx 
47” 

Side A 

Side b 

Fold & sew Side 
A to Side B here 
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So many ways to wear your Endless Possibilities Shawl:  clockwise starting upper left: pull it 
down over your shoulders with the point in the front for a traditional poncho style;  swing the 
point to one side for an asymmetrical look;  leave the point in the back and wear it as a caplet 
over your shoulders;  pull it down in front and wear it like an infinity scarf under your coat. 
 
 
 

 


